SARASVATĪ

Founded by Risa Sarasvati, a girl who was blessed the ability to communicate with the other side of the world, the world that cannot be seen by eyes. And being able to write her experience and ideas onto lyric and book or story. Sarasvati itself was taken from Risa’s last name.

The “Story of Peter “ album gave Sarasvati short of identity, a mysterious band inspired by ghost of five children since colonial period that have been friends since Risa’s childhood. “Mirror” album still talked about the ghost from Risa’s childhood and some others figure that joined latter. On this album Sarasvati had an opportunity to collaborate with some of Indonesian well known artist, such as Dewa Budjana (guitar fill on “solitude”) and Cholil Mahmud (vocal on “Mirror”).

At the end of 2013 Sarasvati launched “Sunyaruri EP“ as the end of trilogy ghost story. Sunyaruri means “world of loneliness”. And again, Sarasvati colaborate with our favoutite vocalist and also friend of us, he is Ink Marry (vocalist of Rosemarry) on "Cerita Kertas dan Pena".

2015 Sarasvati release collaboration album with Gran Kino from France called “BALLADES EP”
After several time of personal changing, the latest members of Sarasvati are: Risa Saraswati (voc), Hin-Hin Akew (guitar), Gallang Perdhana (bass), Gigi Priadjji (sequencer), Kevin (keyboard), Shella Safira (back voc), and Fajar Shiddiq (drum), Iman Jimbot (kecapi suling)
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